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Todd in Kirkland, Quebec writes: "I just purchased a house that has five low profile roof vents, 3 gable
vents and perfect soffit ventilation. I have insulated the attic and now have R32. My concern is
whether the low profile roof vents and gable vents will be effective in the winter or should I install a
Maximum vent instead? I have heard that if I go with the Maximum, I will have to block the low profile
vents. Is that true?"  
For those who are not sure what all these vents that Todd is talking about are, the two circled in the
photo are the gable end vents. The other photo shows a low profile vent on the floor next to a
MaxiVent.
Kirkland gets a lot of snow, which is why the MaxiVent was invented in Quebec. Low profile vents tend
to get covered over with snow and simply don't work much of the winter. So the MaxiVents which
stand up above the snow have generally replaced the low profile vents in snow country. But the gable
end vents don't get covered with snow. So actually Todd's present system probably works fine
because if the low profile vents are covered with snow, the gable end vents will be working.
The only problem he can have with all this ventilation is in the summer, or when the low profile vents
are not covered in snow, because there is a kind of short circuit effect between the two different kinds
of roof vents. Wind tends to circulate in the top of the attic and the soffit vents are left out of the
equation. When you have either roof vents, or gable vents, the soffit vents are what supply the air and
you get even circulation throughout the attic.
Your current system could work the way it is, just check the attic a couple of times a year, especially
during a cold spell in winter, to see if there is frost accumulation inside the attic.
If I was building a new roof in Quebec's snow belt I would close off both the gable end vents and the
low profile vents and leave the MaxiVent / soffit vent system.
By the way, MaxiVent has become so successful that many people are imitating this large square
copula. I have not seen anyone yet who has as good a snow baffle system as the Maximum product
which keeps blowing snow out of the attic.
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